CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

2020 Stop TB Partnership Civil Society & Affected Community Award

4 November 2020

Stop TB Partnership is the leading technical agency supporting the meaningful engagement of TB affected communities and civil society in all aspects of the TB response. Each year Stop TB recognizes significant contributions from TB affected communities and civil society to the TB response.

Over the last three years this recognition has been for community mobilization for human rights, community led monitoring and grass roots peer support.

This year the focus is ‘Overcoming the Obstacles of the COVID Pandemic to Champion TB at Global or National Level’. The successful nominee/s, chosen by a selection panel, will have demonstrated innovation and commitment in overcoming the complex TB work environments posed by COVID19.

We are calling on TB civil society, TB affected communities and other stakeholders to nominate an organization, network or coalition, particularly from among TB affected populations who have excelled, championed TB and/or worked to maintain TB services in spite of the COVID 19 pandemic.

Please send a 1 A4 page (maximum) nomination for your global or national level TB champion You can find details of what to include in your nomination below.

Please send complete nominations to CRG@stoptb.org by midnight (Geneva time) 14 November 2020. Incomplete nominations, or nominations received after this date will not be considered.

A selection panel will determine the Awardee/s who will be announced alongside the KOCHON Prize on 18 November 2020 during the opening sessions of the Stop TB Partnership Board Meeting.

The 1 x A4 page nomination MUST address the following:

1. Which organization, network or coalition are you nominating for the 2020 Stop TB Community Award?
   - Organization name/s
   - Country/ies where organization/s is /are based
   - Contact person/s and email/s from the nominated organization
   - Optional: Current operating budget of nominee (approx.)

2. Please briefly describe how the organization, network or coalition contributed to the TB response.
   - Please note any significant effort or work done by the nominee to champion TB at global or national level or to ensure TB services are maintained, including rights-based TB approach, despite the obstacles posed by the pandemic.
     - Please include links to any data, reports or publications that show evidence of your rationale.
3. Nominator
- Your Name
- Your Organization or Affiliation
- Your Contact email/s
- The name and contact of anyone who would like to support the nomination.

**Selection Process:**
All nominations will be reviewed by the selection panel. The scoring will be based on:
- Significance and degree of the contribution and change made in the spirit of CRG
- Innovation
- Whether contribution or project was made through a grant, leveraged existing resources, or was voluntary.
- Potential to leverage the change /contribution going forward
- Significance of the contribution in light of Global Fund submission window and COVID 19.

Above: 2019 Stop TB Partnership Community Award Winner, TBpeople